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MINI REVIEW 

Ways to avoid burnout among surgeons 
Joe Michael 

INTRODUCTION  
here are numerous uncontrollable stressors in any type of
surgical practice, including daily workload and postoperative 

complications [1]. These stressors can be found in "general" 
or specialized surgical practises, public or private practises, 
practises carried out by experienced surgeons or by young 
residents. The prevalence of surgeon burnout syndrome has 
been well studied; estimates range from 34 to 53% [2]. The 
definition offered by Maslach and Jackson [3], "a syndrome 
of emotional weariness, depersonalization, and diminished 
personal accomplishment," is the most commonly referenced and 
largely accepted in the scientific literature. However, this theory 
has not yet been supported by the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders or the International 
Classification of Diseases (DSM). Nevertheless, the concept of 
burnout syndrome is now "unique [4,5]." 
On the other hand, suggested remedies have been scarce, 
particularly insofar as surgeons are by nature and training averse 
to interest themselves in burnout, which they are prone to view 
as something experienced by "others" and they may tend to believe 
themselves to be more resilient than their non-surgical colleagues. In 
light of these factors, it is important to acknowledge the possibility 
of burnout and develop prevention strategies during the training 
years of future surgeons, particularly insofar as worry about its 
occurrence may prevent medical students from beginning or 
pursuing a career in surgery, contributing to a shortage of surgeons 

and increasing the workload of those who continue [6-10]. 
The purpose of this attempt at clarification was to locate in the 
pertinent literature the techniques proposed in order to prevent 
surgeon burnout and to evaluate the effects of this phenomenon on 
the patient's professional and personal entourage as well as on patient 
safety. We'll go over prevention-based measures from both a personal 
and an institutional perspective, many of which are centre on 
controllable stresses. 

Identification and effects of burnout 
Malash has identified the three main aspects of burnout. 
Emotional exhaustion is initially characterized by a loss of 
emotional resources, giving the surgeon the sensation that he has 
nothing more to offer his patients. The second factor, 
depersonalization, is linked to cynicism, disengagement from 
one's job, and an unfavorable, in some ways dehumanizing view 
of patients. The third dimension, on the other hand, is 
the propensity to appraise oneself [3]. 

BURNOUT PREVENTION 

The problem of preventing burnout in a team, in a surgeon who 
has been exposed to or impacted by it, or in both is crucial. Both 
personal  and institutional perspectives can be used to develop 
solutions [1,2].
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ABSTRACT 

In surgical practice, numerous sources of stress stressors are 

unpredictable; two examples of these unforeseen pressures in the 

surgical setting are the everyday workload and postoperative 

problems. They might contribute to the explanation of surgeon 

burnout, whose prevalence 34 to 53% has been the focus of 

numerous researches. However, despite the abundance of 

assessments, few recommendations for treatments have been made.  

This is particularly true given that by nature and training, surgeons are 
unlikely to be interested in burnout, which they are likely to view as 
something that only "others" suffer. In order to avoid surgeon burnout, 
techniques have been proposed in the literature. The goal of this 
attempt at clarification is to identify these strategies and  evaluate the 
effects of this problem on the surgeon's professional and personal 
entourage as well. In addition to patient safety. There will be a 
description of prevention-based initiatives, many of which concentrate 
on  modifiable stressors. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Preventing surgeon burnout is a significant task that requires both 
institutional and personal actions. The implementation of initiatives 
explicitly designed to enhance the well-being of surgeons is typically 
connected with favorable outcomes[10]. Reduced workload, 
maintaining work-life balance, creating a supportive environment 
with peers, cultivating personal relationships, seeking psychological 
help when you're feeling overwhelmed are some pretty 
straightforward solutions. 
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